IVBTMC, a Monte Carlo dose calculation tool for intravascular brachytherapy.
A new Monte Carlo code (IVBTMC) is developed for accurate dose calculations in intravascular brachytherapy (IVBT). IVBTMC calculates the dose distribution of a brachytherapy source with arbitrary size and curvature in a general three-dimensional heterogeneous medium. Both beta and gamma sources are considered. IVBTMC is based on a modified version of the EGSNRC code. A voxel-based geometry is used to describe the target medium incorporating heterogeneities with arbitrary composition and shape. The source term is modeled using appropriate phase-space data. The phase-space data are calculated for three widely used sources (32P, 90Sr/90Y, and 192Ir). To speed up dose calculations for gamma sources, a special version of IVBTMC based on the kerma approximation is developed. The accuracy of the phase-space data model is verified and IVBTMC is validated against other Monte Carlo codes and against reported measurements using radio-chromic films. To illustrate the IVBTMC capabilities, a variety of examples are treated. 32P, 90Sr/90Y, and 192Ir sources with different lengths and degrees of curvature are considered. Calcified plaques with regular and irregular shapes are modeled. The dose distributions are calculated with a spatial resolution ranging between 0.1 and 0.5 mm. They are presented in terms of isodose contour plots. The dosimetric effects of the source curvature and/or the presence of calcified plaques are discussed. In conclusion, IVBTMC has the capability to perform high-precision IVBT dose calculations taking into account the realistic configurations of both the source and the target medium.